László Lakner
Selected Works

Polyphonic Oeuvre
On László Lakner’s Art
It is no exaggeration to call László Lakner one of the key figures of the artist generation that came to the fore in the 1960s. In fact, he is among the
most important Hungarian artists of the past few decades and is referred
to by many as the greatest Hungarian painter alive today. While Lakner
is most often mentioned as a painter, this statement requires some elaboration and nuancing, since Lakner’s oeuvre – encompassing over 4000
works – is rather diverse from the perspectives of style, motifs and media.
In addition to traditional easel paintings, his body of work also contains
graphic art (both graphics and drawings), experimental films, sculptures,
installations, book objects, text- and photo-based conceptual works, visual poetry, poster and book designs, as well as collective performative art
projects. In spite of this broad palette of art forms, however, painting has
always remained László Lakner’s starting point: as if his experimentation
with various media served only to expand the framework, conceptuality
and visual language of painting. Even when creating a painting, he avoids
committing to any one style or approach: in his oeuvre, side by side, we
find figural paintings with a surrealistic touch and abstract works, also created in the spirit of surrealism, as well as photorealism and realist paintings that show kinship to pop art. There are also text- and writing-based
scriptural paintings – which invoke and reinterpret the most diverse areas
from the history of literature, art, and culture in general – and even postconceptual, monochrome paintings. Lakner’s is an encyclopaedic oeuvre,
built on a unique polyphony and metamorphoses of art forms, styles and
references.
László Lakner was a student of the Hungarian Academy of Fine Arts
in Budapest during the second half of the 1950s, where he was faced with
the system of expectations associated with a doctrinarian socialist realism. At the beginning of his career, he experimented with developing a
figural language of painting which could be an alternative to the “officially”
expected socialist realism. At the Academy, Lakner studied under Aurél
Bernáth. A figural painting tendency – akin to magic realism and inspired
by surrealism –unfolded within the circle of Bernáth’s students, which, in
Hungarian literature is referred to as surnaturalism. This tendency was represented first and foremost by Tibor Csernus and later by László Lakner.
The surnaturalists uniquely blended Bernáth’s lax, naturalistic painting technique with the facture treatment that characterises Max Ernst’s art and the
French Informel, often (ironically) invoking the thematic of socialist realism.
In addition to Max Ernst, the young Lakner was also influenced by American artists, such as Ben Shahn: he sought to develop a fundamentally left-
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ist-minded figurative style that could, at the same time, be interpreted as
a criticism of the socialist realism that ruled the Hungarian milieu.
Lakner’s surrealist-inspired painting may have been figural, but it
was nevertheless irreconcilable with the “humanism” of socialist art. In
the early 1960s, he belonged among the tolerated artists: while his works
were regularly showcased in the exhibitions of prominent institutions, he
was not a supported artist: during this period, applied graphics commissions (book and poster design) represented his main source of income.
On one occasion, his work was right out banned: the painting, which was
entitled Seamstresses Listen to Hitler’s Speech (1960), depicted a group of
women listening to Hitler’s speech, based on a document photo from 1937.
The black and white photo was re-rendered by Lakner as a surreal vision,
which also invoked the traditions of early Netherlandish and Dutch baroque painting – especially Van Eyck and Frans Hals. The radical nature of
Lakner’s art stemmed from his questioning about the responsibility of the
perpetrators, thereby touching on historical themes and moral issues that
were otherwise considered taboo – and it was probably for this reason
that the panel of judges did not allow his work to be displayed at the annual exhibition of the Studio of Young Artists’ Association in 1961. The scandalous painting can be viewed as a program-setting work in many regards,
insofar as it invokes and “reconstructs” the traumatic past with the help of
historical documents. The use of documents, the citing of (cultural-)historical references, the thematisation of memory, as well as the examination
of the relationship between the photographic and the painted image, all
became defining questions in Lakner’s later art.
Works that depicted machines and strange apparatuses – thereby
studying the “mechanism of vision” – constitute a significant group from
the artist’s surnaturalist period. His painting Laterna magica (1961) is an
example of this; the motifs of the magnifying lens and the projector both
present various modes of seeing and optical image formation. This explorative questioning is also alluded to by the “all-seeing” eye of the sitting human figure in the centre of the composition, whose gaze seems to
penetrate the viewer. The workings of optical media are also represented
by the machine projecting abstract forms on the wall of the stylised room
– shapes that also appear on the artist’s abstract paintings, created in parallel with his figural works.
Mechanic reproduction, the projected image, and the relationship
between photography and painting remain important themes in Lakner’s later works as well. After completing Seamstresses Listen to Hitler’s
Speech, the artist often uses photographs and encyclopaedia illustrations
as a starting point for his paintings: realistically depicted image fragments
are often juxtaposed with one another in a montage-like fashion. This
montage-like compositional method can also be brought into parallel with
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such artists as John Heartfield. Lakner, however, paints every element of
the montage-like structures by freehand. During the 1960s, he becomes
increasingly interested in the problematic of film montage; his paintings
can often be read as enigmatic, narrative structures in which varied repetition plays a significant role. While a parallel can certainly be drawn between this painterly thinking and the new figurative tendencies in painting
– primarily British and American pop art – that characterised this period,
it was never the operations of a commercial society (which was non-existent in Hungary) that constituted the subject of Lakner’s art; what he was
focused on were the existential and moral questions of the oppressed individual trapped inside a dictatorial system, as well as the current events
of world politics and the great traditions of the history of painting. Motifs
that often return in his works include human corpses lying on the ground
(Dead on the Street, 1963-64), tied up revolutionaries awaiting execution (The Execution of Revolutionaries, 1965), and the ominous grins of
antiheroes – everyday figures who, living their lives at the mercy of the
system, have surrendered to its dictates and obediently follow its orders
(Obediently, 1966). In his paintings from this period, an anxious sense of
having no way out also keeps reappearing (Fugitive, 1966). The images
carry the memory of the bloody suppression of the 1956 revolution and
the moral imperative of the left-wing protests against the Vietnam War
(The Protest of the Buddhist Monks of Saigon, 1965). The deep brown and
oil-green tones that dominate the paintings, at the same time, call to mind
Rembrandt’s art (Rembrandt Studies, 1966): Rembrandt’s dark surfaces
in Lakner’s works become metaphors for both the absence of light and a
social condition, as examples for “international pop” of a local character
which can be placed in a global system of connections, and which are in
dialogue with the art of Robert Rauschenberg and Andy Warhol, just as
much as Larry Rivers and Peter Blake.
Binding is a key motif of Lakner’s work from this time period, alluding to ultimate vulnerability, isolation and, in general, a claustrophobic social situation. The enigmatic, wrapped motif in his composition
entitled Oidipus (1966) is a painterly variant of the wrapped objects of
Man Ray and Christo, with Rembrandtesque tones, where the object
of the rope and the state of being tied up are imbued with political, existential and – invoking the surrealists – erotic connotations. Another
defining motif is the imprint of several objects and materials, which,
from Lakner’s early works onward, regularly keeps returning: he takes
the relationship between the original and the copy, the object and its
imprint, the model and its representation, and subjects it to increasingly
conceptual exploration. The compositions built on duplication, repetition and the making of prints reflect a problematisation that, in the late
1960s, points in the direction of a conceptual program of painting, with
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Lakner also painted the railway ID photo of Béla Bartók – whose activity served as an important antecedent and example of the systematic
collection of motifs – on a monumental scale (Béla Bartók’s Railway Certificate, 1974). The work comprises part of Collected Documents, a photo
realist painting series in which Lakner collected and painted historical documents. These include the symbols of the 1968 revolution, photos capturing piles of cobblestones that had once paved the street (Barricade, 1970;
Barricade, 1972), a photo of the founders of the Hungarian Soviet Republic
(Founders of the Hungarian Soviet Republic, 1970), monuments of the Russian Revolution (Group of Revolutionaries, 1970), an enlarged copy of Ho
Chi Minh’s poem written in prison (Ho Chi Minh’s Poem, 1972-73) and the
book cover of Karl Marx’s The Capital (Das Kapital 1974). By invoking and
monumentalising (predominantly) left-wing historical references, Lakner
confronts utopia with its realisation and presents us with the impossibility
of its implementation.
Chinese Postcard (1972) is one of the main works from this period,
which reflects a new leftist interest in Maoist China. In 1972, as a guest of
the Folkwang Museum of Essen, the artist spent two months in the German city, and it was during this time that he established contact with a
Chinese periodical, the editorial office of which sent him a postcard about
China. Lakner painted the postcard depicting harvest on a monumental
scale: the posed, pathos-laden scene reflects the aesthetics of socialist
realism. The scene is painted in a realist fashion, thereby invoking – and
also turning inside-out – the socialist realism of the 1950s. The painted
passepartout draws quotes around the image and the depicted situation,
as it were – just as in Lakner’s other works from this time.
In his painting entitled Self-Portrait with Auto-Timer (1970), another
stand-alone work from Lakner’s photo realist period, a life-size image of the
artist is shown, completely naked, standing in front of a half-finished painting in his studio. The nude male figure appears completely vulnerable yet
empowered. This work not only connects to the great tradition of artists’
nude self-portraits, it is also a unique record of the era. As the artist himself
put it: “with respect to the circumstances of how the photo came about,
I will refer only to a few snapshots: it was the age of Mao and Marijuana,
Yoko Ono and the first ‘body art’ performances, Baader-Meinhof and the
Berlin ‘communes’, Georges Bataille and Maharashi Yogi, the Paris student protest and the Woodstock Festival, which, during a trip to Cologne,
I had the chance to experience ‘up close and personal’, while, at home,
socialist Hungary was under the rule of ‘cultural policy’ whereby artists
were labelled according to the three categories of ‘banned’, ‘tolerated’ and
‘supported’ and the basic mood of existence was determined by passport
restrictions and living under surveillance. My self-portrait was created on
the borderline of these two worlds, as a kind of Statement – an anarchistic

such key examples as Material a+b (Identity) (1969). Lakner juxtaposes
the canvas and its painterly imprint in a diptych-like manner, questioning
the nature of visual representation; he creates a work of art which, while
showing a painterly sensitivity, is essentially and fundamentally conceptual, and which later also leads to trompe l’oeil-like, illusionistic representations (Burning, 1972).
In 1968 and 1969, Lakner exhibited at the Iparterv exhibitions, which
were emblematic events of the Hungarian neo-avantgarde: they signified
the first collective appearance of a new generation of artists. At these
semi-official exhibitions, versions of pop art, op art, hard edge, shaped
canvas, art informel and fluxus were presented that had the capacity for
dialogue-making in an international context while also resonating with local phenomena. At the exhibitions, Lakner’s figural, realist works constituted the most striking examples of the painterly tendencies that turned from
pop art toward conceptual and photo-realist image creation.
As of 1969, Lakner’s art was defined by a dual strategy: on the one
hand, he continued his painting program with a series of (photo-realist)
paintings that were more strictly photo-based than anything he had ever
done before, while, on the other, he also created numerous experimental
works outside of painting: experimental films, book objects, and conceptual photo series. My George Lukács Book (1970) was an emblematic
work of Hungarian art during this era. Lakner, in his studio, tied up a book
by leftist philosopher György Lukács, thereby creating an ambivalent
monument: he rendered the book unreadable, essentially eliminating it,
while also fetishising it. The work, which exists as a painting, book object
and serigraphy (a version of the latter have been displayed in 1972 at the
Venice Biennale, at the exhibition entitled Grafica d’Oggi) is incredibly
multi-layered: the relationship between art and theory, the possibilities for
a leftist resistance against a self-proclaimed leftist system, as well as the
fate of books in general, were all brought into question by Lakner, who,
inspired by Marshall McLuhan, elevated the “medium to a message” more
and more often in his works.
During these years, Lakner created several significant photo series:
in Self-Modelling (1970-71), using himself as a model, he modelled social
situations with acerbic irony, at times alluding to the rift between cosmic
perspectives and reality. For instance, he photographed his own footprints
in memory of a moonwalk, which he left in an abandoned part of a Hungarian village (Moon Diary, 1970). The local context consistently defines
his conceptual photo works as well, as seen in the series entitled Superstitions (1971-72), where Lakner reinterprets old Hungarian folk traditions and
superstitions (often with erotic content) into a performance, and in other
works, in which he paints the card indexes of the Hungarian Museum of
Ethnography on a monumental scale.
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demonstration of artistic freedom.” And, as such a statement, the work is
an emblematic articulation of the problems and issues that were of interest
to László Lakner as an artist and as a human being in the 1970s.
Aside from the above, there was another problematic that was of defining importance with regard to Lakner’s art in the 1970s: the relationship
between image and writing. As early as the 1960s, he was already combining pictures with words, sentences, and texts, exploring the relationships
between signs and meanings. It was only as of the 1970s, however, that he
systematically began to examine semantic questions – for instance, in his
series paraphrasing René Magritte’s text combined with images, entitled
Words and Images. In the individual pieces of the painting series Collected
Documents, a symbiotic relationship exists between the writing and the
image: the surfaces often bear printed or handwritten texts, or, alternatively, comments sometimes appear on the white, painted passepartout.
By around 1974, in his photo realist paintings depicting documents – in
contrast to the figural motifs – it is the texts and worded messages that
dominate, with Lakner’s paintings of telegrams and other postal items
(János Telegram, 1974 and A Telegram by Joan Miró, 1973) as examples.
1974 was a watershed year in László Lakner art: he moved to West
Berlin on a DAAD Berliner Künstlerprogramm scholarship, after which
he did not return to Hungary. In his art created in Germany, the motifs of
writing and texts assumed even more importance than any time before;
they appear on the painted surfaces as imprints of a person, and an age.
In Lakner’s monumental paintings depicting manuscripts and printed
documents, in addition to prominent figures of modern painting (Paul
Cézanne’s Last Letter, 1976) and the historical avantgarde (Raoul Hausmann, 1976-78; Marcel Duchamp, 1975-76), key authors from the history of
literature and culture also appear (Schopenhauer, 1975-76). These paintings
by Lakner – which can also be described as imaginary portraits – were
justly referred to by Heiner Stachelhaus as writing portraits. The repetition
of writing – along with quoting and appropriation – can be regarded as a
gesture of identification. Lakner, almost from the beginning of his career,
had invoked and “reconstructed” historical situations, and thus – by placing himself inside these scenarios – identified himself with the referenced
persons and situations. It is from this point on that this identification game
of historical dimensions gains special emphasis in Lakner’s art: and it is
likely related to a search for linguistic and cultural identity on the part of
the artist, who immigrated to Germany for political reasons.
In the second half of the 1970s, as a Berlin-based artist, Lakner also
became known on the international art scene: he had a solo exhibition in
1974 at the Neue Galerie – Sammlung Ludwig in Aachen and in 1975 at the
Neuer Berliner Kunsverein. He exhibited in 1976 at the Venice Biennale,
and, in 1977, at the Documenta in Kassel, where he presented trompe
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l’oeil drawings (Burning, 1972), book objects and a writing-based painting
(Paul Cézanne’s Manuscript for a Letter, 1977). With the passing of the
years, his paintings depicting texts and manuscripts became increasingly
relaxed: his photographically realistic depictions gave way to an expressive representation of the artist’s own handwriting. The most pivotal turn
came about in 1981, when Lakner, as a PS1 Grant recipient, spent a year
in New York City. There, the sight of the graffiti, the multicultural milieu
– and the, at times, suffocating atmosphere – of the metropolis (Exit New
York, 1982), combined with the intimately personal experience of his close
friend’s death (photographer György Lőrinczy, who had also been living
in New York), compelled Lakner to once again revisit the basic questions
of human existence and cultural identity through the means of a painterly language that was more liberated and eruptive than anything that had
come before. It was in New York that he began his Isa Pur (1981-83) painting series which invokes the very first written record of the Hungarian
language: “isa pur és chomu vogymuk” (we are but dust and ashes). This
quote referring to human mortality – to dust and ashes – is loaded with a
plethora of references: it refers to the artist’s mother tongue as a means of
seeking his roots and cultural identity, as well as to the human condition of
impermanence. The brownish tones of the surface, which are reminiscent
of cave drawings, invoke not only the world of graffiti, but the swirling-tumultuous atmosphere he was experiencing in New York City.
His Celan (Schwarze Milch [Black Milk]) paintings can be seen as constituting something of a complement to the Isa Pur series; they are painterly
interpretations of a similarly suggestive poetic image. Paul Celan’s figure
– with whom Lakner playfully identified himself – is a returning motif of his
German period. Celan also lived as an immigrant, an outcast; the experience of his exile became a subject of his art just as much as the cataclysmic
collapse of humanist culture and civilisation. The paintings Celan (Black
Milk) quote the oxymoron in the first line of Celan’s Death Fugue – which
also appeared in one of his conceptual works as early as 1971 – thereby articulating questions about the hauntings of a traumatic past, already familiar
from his painting Seamstresses Listen to Hitler’s Speech (1960). The Death
Fugue, as well as other poems by Celan, comprised the subject of numerous
Lakner works. In 1994, in an enigmatic photo series, he “reconstructed” the
circumstances of the poet’s suicide in Paris.
Lakner’s Isa Pur and Celan works – a number of which were showcased in the Ambiente Berlin section of the 1990 Venice Biennial – are
key pieces of his scriptural period (1980s), which also incorporated the
traditions of German informel. As of the 1990s, a new turn occurred in
Lakner’s art: in contrast to scriptural painting, a new mode of thinking that
was postconceptually oriented, and yet sensuous in the painterly sense,
was gaining increasing emphasis. In his abstract paintings from this pe-
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riod, he often depicts structures and networks that are not infrequently
loaded with (art-)historical references. The sources of inspiration for the
raster-like structure of his painting Dotted (1990), for instance, include
Marcel Duchamp’s Draft Pistons, which he had created for his work entitled Large Glass. Marcel Duchamp, the painter who had turned away from
painting, constitutes a key reference in Lakner’s art as of the early 1970s
(and in some cases already in the early 1960s); Duchamp’s works and texts
appear in many of the artist’s conceptual objects and photo works, as
well as in the pieces of a monochrome painting series. He integrates the
cultural- and art-historical references of his choice as readymades into his
art. In 1971-72, as part of the Collected Documents series, he paints Marcel
Duchamp’s Comb. While Duchamp had left painting behind in order to elevate everyday objects to art, however, Lakner paints readymades, thereby,
one might say, steering them back to the terrain of painting. The turning of
the readymade into a painting, however, is ultimately no more than a conceptual gesture.
The dialectic between the painterliness inherent in conceptuality and
the conceptuality inherent in painting is the driving motor, as it were, of
Lakner’s art. This dual interest is exemplified by Lakner’s later works, created between the 1990s and the present day, like his painting entitled Claude
Monet (1993), in which the written name of the impressionist artist and the
painterly notions associated with this reference are counterpointed by the
monochromy of the Naples-yellow image surface. Another example would
be his diptych entitled Gate of the Palazzo Vecchio (2000), in which we see
a return of the structure from the painting Dotted, with the difference being
that, here, the juxtaposed dots, rather than alluding to Marcel Duchamp
or the artist’s rastered prints, establish a referential relationship with the
surface of the gate of the Palazzo Vecchio. Lakner further develops the
diptych format he used in the 1960s – for instance in the work entitled
Material a+b (Identity) (1969) – in a unique manner: this time, instead of
confronting the print with the original, he juxtaposes a painterly structure
with a photographic surface, and proceeds to analyse the referential and
semantic relationship based on the similarities between the two image
halves, while the painting surface loses nothing of its intensity.
László Lakner’s extraordinarily diverse art and oeuvre, filled with
complex (internal and external) references, can be described as a series of
metamorphoses, or a polyphonic conjunction of artistic approaches and
styles. His works, in truth, can only be made sense of in the context of his
oeuvre in its entirety – in the discursive space of invoked and appropriated
references, where intellectual tautness never contradicts the spontaneity
of painterly gestures.
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Dávid Fehér

Magic Realism
and Beyond

Laterna Magica, 1961
oil on wood, 17,5 × 29 cm

12

Seamstresses Listen to Hitler’s Speech, 1960
oil on canvas, 70 × 100,5 cm
Museum of Fine Arts – Hungarian National Gallery, Budapest
deposit of Roberto Tosi
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Towards
International Pop

Oidipus, 1966
oil on paper, collage, 360 × 215 mm

16

Dead on the Street (movie scene), 1963-64
oil, pencil, canvas, 120.5 × 140 cm

17

Concepts
and Book Works

Bandaged, 1971
gelatin silver print, 53 × 39 cm

20

My George Lukacs book, 1970
silkscreen print, 700 × 500 mm

21

Superstitions II, IV, 1972
gelatin silver print, 31 × 44 cm each

22

Superstitions III, 1972
gelatin silver print, 44 × 31 cm

23

Moon Diary, 1970
collage, fibre-tip pen, paper, 280 × 395 mm

24

Punches into a Pillow, 1973
colour photograph, text, 100 × 150 cm

25

Material a + b (Identity), 1969
oil on canvas mounted on wooden plate, 140 × 245 cm

26

Photorealism:
Collected
Documents

Burning, series of drawings, 1972
pencil on paper, 485 × 345 mm

30

Self-portrait with Autotimer, 1970
oil on canvas, 200 × 150 cm
Galleria degli Uffizi, Firenze

31

Barricade, 1972
oil on canvas, 160 × 150 cm

32

Chinese Postcard, 1972
oil on canvas, 200 × 150 cm

33

János Telegram, 1974
oil on canvas, 130.5 × 149 cm

34

A Telegram by Joan Miró, 1973
oil on canvas, 130 x 150 cm

35

Painted
Manuscripts
and Documents

Raoul Hausmann (Fragment of Raoul Hausmann’s Poem II-III.), 1976-1978
oil on canvas, 170 × 200 cm each

38

Paul Cézanne’s Last Letter, 1976
tempera, pastel, charcoal, paper, 187 × 137 cm

40

Du Côté de Chez Swann, 1975
oil on canvas, mixed media, 190 × 140 cm

41

Exit New York:
Writing
and Expression

Isa pur..., 1983
mixed media, bed sheet, 258 × 220 cm

44

Celan (Black Milk), 1983-1987
acrylic paint, spray, mixed media, bed sheet, 255 × 215 cm

45

Exit New York, 1982
mixed media, bed sheet, applique, 160 × 220 cm

46

Net-Works
and Patterns:
Postconceptual
Abstraction

Claude Monet, 1993
oil on canvas, 200 × 150 cm

50

Dotted, 1990
acrylic paint, canvas, 250 × 200 cm

51

Gate of the Palazzo Vecchio, 1994-2000
oil on canvas, photograph, 195 × 310 cm
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László Lakner (Budapest, 1936)

1991 		
1995		
2004 		
		
2006 		
2011 		
2014 		
2015 		
2017		
2018 		

BIOGRAPHY
1954–60
		
1963, 1964
1968 		
		
1969 		
1972 		
		
1974		
		
		
1976 		
		
1977 		
1981–82
1982–2001
		
1990 		
		
1998 		
2000 		
		
2004 		
		
2011 		
		
		

Student of the Hungarian Academy of Fine Arts (studies 			
under Gyula Pap and Aurél Bernáth)
Study trips to Italy (visits the Venice Biennale in 1964)
Stays in Essen on the scholarship of the Museum Folkwang; exhibits 		
at the first Iparterv exhibition
First solo exhibition at the KKI Gallery, second Iparterv exhibition
Four-month stay in Essen (in the Guest House of the Museum Folkwang), exhibits on the exhibition Grafica d’Oggi at the Venice Biennale
He is invited by the DAAD in the frames of Artists-in-Berlin Progam 		
to West-Berlin; solo exhibtion at the Neue Galerie – Sammlung Ludwig,
Aachen, settles down in Berlin
Exhibits in Attualita internazionali at the Venice Biennale; wins the 		
German Art Critics’ Award
Exhibits at the Documenta in Kassel
PS1 Grant, New York City
Professor of the Faculty of Designer and Teacher Training at the University of Essen
Invited exhibiting artist in the Ambiente Berlin section of the International Pavilion at the Venice Biennale
Awarded the Kossuth Prize of the Hungarian Republic
His painting entitled Self-Portrait with Auto-Timer (1970) is acquired 		
by the self-portrait collection of Galleria degli Uffizi
Retrospective exhibition at the Ludwig Museum – Museum of Con-		
temporary Art, Budapest
Museum of Fine Arts – Hungarian National Gallery, Budapest presents
his legendary early painting Seamstresses Listen to Hitler’s Speech 		
(1960) for the first time. The work had been lost for 50 years.

SELECTED GROUP EXHIBITIONS
1967		
XV. Premio Lissone, Milano
		
Twentieth Century Hungarian Art, Royal Institute Galleries, London
1968 		
Neue Kunst in Ungarn, Museum Folkwang, Essen
		
Iparterv I., Iparterv Hall, Budapest
1969		
Iparterv II., Iparterv Hall, Budapest
1972		
Grafica d’Oggi. XXXIV. Biennale di Venezia, Venezia
		
Exhibition of Hungarian Artists, Galeria Foksal, Varsó
1975		
8 from Berlin, The Fruitmarket Gallery, Edinburgh, Neuer Berliner 		
		
Kunstverein, Berlin
1976 		
Attualità Internazionale – XXXVI. Biennale di Venezia, Padiglione
		
Internazionale, Venezia
1977 		
documenta VI, Kassel
		
ROSC – The Poetry of Vision, Municipal Museum, Dublin
		
Berlin Now, Downtown Loft at Denise René Gallery, New York City
1979 		
3rd Sydney Biennal, Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney
1981 		
Buchobjekte, Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin
		
The Institute of Art and Urban Resourches, P.S.1., New York
1982		
Old World – New Work, P.S.1., Clock Tower, New York City
1983 		
Neue Malerei in Deutschland – Dimension IV, Neue Nationalgalerie,
		
Berlin Städtische Kunsthalle, Düsseldorf; Haus der Kunst, München
1984 		
im toten winkel – Hommage á Orwell, Kunsthalle Hamburg
1985 		
Musik und Kunst, Staatsgalerie Stuttgart
1987 		
Six Contemporaries from Berlin, Hara Museum, Tokyo
1990 		
Ambiente Berlin, XLIV. Biennale di Venezia, Padiglione Centrale, Venezia
1992 		
Geteilte Bilder, Museum Folkwang, Essen
1994 		
Europa – Europa. Das Jahrhundert der Avantgarde in Mittel- und
		
Osteuropa, Kunst- und Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik 		
		
Deutschland, Bonn
1999 		
Aspekte/Positionen. 50 Jahre Kunst aus Mitteleuropa, Museum Moder		
ner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig Wien; Ludwig Múzeum Budapest – Kortárs 		
		
Művészeti Múzeum, Fundació Joan Miró, Barcelona, John Hansard 		
		
Gallery, Southampton
2002 		
Situation Ungarn, Max Liebermann Haus, Stiftung der Bankgesell		schaft, Berlin

SELECTED SOLO EXHIBITIONS
1969		
1974-75		
1975		
		
1976		
		
1977 		
1979		
1982		
1983		
1985		
1990		
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daadgalerie / Café Einstein, Berlin
Galerie Georg Notherlfer, Berlin
Ludwig Museum – Museum of Contemporary Art, Budapest (retrospective)
Zachęta – National Gallery of Art, Warsaw (retrospective)
Galerie Georg Nothelfer, Berlin
Museum of Fine Arts, Budapest
Trapéz Gallery, Budapest
Galerie Georg Nothelfer, Berlin
Trapéz Gallery, Budapest
Galerie Georg Nothelfer, Berlin

Institute for Cultural Relations, Budapest
Neue Galerie – Sammlung Ludwig, Aachen
Neuer Berliner Kunstverein
Galerie Folker Skulima, Berlin
Kasseler Kunstverein, Kassel
Galerie Isy Brachot, Brussels
Galerie Denis René – Hans Mayer, Düsseldorf
Westfälischer Kunstverein, Münster
Galerie Heimeshoff, Essen
Bertha Urdang Gallery, New York
Galerie Georg Nothelfer, Berlin
Galerie Raymond Bollag, Zürich
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2005 		
		
2010 		
2011		
		
		
		
2013 		
		
		
2015 		
		
2016 		
		
2017 		
		
		
2018		
		
		
		
		
		
		
2019 		
		

Thomas Deecke (Ed.): László Lakner. Bilder, Bücher, Filme, Zettel, cat. Neuer Berliner
Kunstverein und Berliner Künstlerprogramm (DAAD), (Nyugat-)Berlin, 1975

Nel Giardinodi Eden e nelle selve d’Olimpo: capolavori dai depositi 		
degli Uffizi, Galleria degli Uffizi, Firenze
Hyper Real, Museum Moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig Wien (MUMOK)
East of Eden – Photorealism: Versions of Reality, Ludwig Museum – 		
Museum of Contemporary Art, Budapest
Hyper Real – Die Passion des Realen in Malerei und Fotografie, Ludwig-Forum für Internationale Kunst, Aachen
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